Dawn Xiana Moon Performance Contract Rider
This contract rider is between Dawn Xiana Moon (Artist) and ___________________
(Venue) for her performance.
Name and Address of Performance Venue:
Date(s) of Performance:
Time(s) of Performance/Sound Check:
Length of Performance:
Expected Performer Configuration: Solo Concert? Full Acoustic Band?
Providing Sound, Lights, and/or Piano?
Payment Guarantee:
Providing Travel/Lodging/Meals?
Additional Comments:
Parking: Dawn will need a loading or parking permit for the day that she will appear at your
venue (if applicable).
Assistance: When needed, please have one person on hand to facilitate the load‐in,
performance and load‐out.
Sound & Lights: Professional sound and lighting adds a lot to the show and your best effort in
that area will certainly pay off. If you cannot provide sound, Dawn can provide a small system if
needed (this must be discussed in advance). For venues with sound systems:
• Sound requirements for solo shows: Two vocal mics with boom stands, one
grounded power outlet within 20 feet of the stage, one direct input for an
acoustic guitar, one direct input for a keyboard (if you are not providing a piano).
• Sound requirements for full band shows: In addition to the above, one
instrument mic or input for an upright bass amp, 2‐6 instrument mics for a jazz
drum kit (for larger venues only), possibly one instrument mic for an erhu
(Chinese violin).

•

Piano requirements: Either a piano that has been recently tuned or a fully‐
weighted, 88‐key keyboard with good piano sounds.

Venue & Merchandise: The venue and/or stage area should be non‐smoking. Distractions such
as pool tables, ping‐pong tables or TVs mean that you're not getting your money's worth out of
the performance, so avoid them if at all possible. In addition, a 4'‐8' table or other surface for
selling CDs should be provided and positioned in a well‐trafficked area with a wall behind it.
Contact: Publicity, interviews, etc. can be directed to dawn@dawnxianamoon.com or
708.462.2481.
Websites: DawnXianaMoon.com, facebook.com/dawnmusic, twitter.com/dawnxianamoon

The Venue has full permission to record (audio and visual) the performance for publicity
purposes. However, no sale of the recording(s) are allowed without the Artist’s written
permission.
If the event is canceled by the Venue more than 4 weeks prior, then the Venue agrees to pay
half of the amount stated above. If the event is canceled by the Venue within 4 weeks, then the
Venue agrees to pay the full amount.

Agreed to and Accepted by:

Talent Buyer/Venue:
____________________________ _________________________________ ____________
(Print Name)
(Signature)
(Date)

Artist/Representative:
____________________________ _________________________________ ____________
(Print Name)
(Signature)
(Date)

